Raised floors, airflow panels, air-blocking grommets, & custom containment work together to maximize efficiencies. Complete raised floor and containment solutions priced to fit any budget.

TRIAD
Raised floors, airflow panels, air-blocking grommets, & custom containment work together to maximize efficiencies.

SEAHAWK
Leak detection systems pinpoint small fluid leaks before they become major disasters. Over 16 million feet of patented leak detection cable in service globally.

FALCON
Wired and wireless systems monitor facilities for changes in temperature, humidity, & more. Facilities worldwide trust our WiNG wireless platform to monitor their environments.

RAPTOR
Leverage protocol communications to integrate equipment into BMS and other automation systems. Raptor products also simplify protocol translation and alarm annunciation.

RLE SERVICES | BOOKING NOW
Certified Technicians travel to your site to install, startup, and commission our leak detection and monitoring products. Our Services Staff has extensive familiarity with RLE products and will complete your job quickly and reliably.

With more than 35 years in the industry, RLE engineers and manufactures reliable, quality products and services that prevent disasters, preserve our clients' reputations, and provide peace of mind.

RLE products are proudly made in the USA.
Facilities Monitoring Systems provide facility managers with complete peace of mind against environmental threats such as temperature, humidity, fluid leaks, pressure, airflow, smoke, and much more.

**FALCON**
Facilities Monitoring Systems provide facility managers with complete peace of mind against environmental threats such as temperature, humidity, fluid leaks, pressure, airflow, smoke, and much more.

**TRIAD**
Our airflow specialists have designed solutions for data centers around the globe. From raised floor panels and raised floor grommets, to custom containment and blanking products, our complete product portfolio allows us to work with you and the specific parameters of your facility to create a solution that addresses all your airflow needs.

**SEAHAWK**
Engineered to provide unparalleled protection against any form of conductive fluid that might threaten your facility. The line includes fluid sensing cable and spot detectors as well as the monitoring devices and accessories to support them.

**RAPTOR**
Integration Solutions ensure that all your systems work together seamlessly. If you would like to integrate equipment and sensors into current building automation and monitoring systems, Raptor products will simplify protocol translation and alarm annunciation.